CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Chapter six presents conclusion and provides the suggestion concerning on analyzing the educational value in The Karate Kid movie.

A. Conclusion

This thesis “Educational Values In The Karate Kid Movie”. In here the writer analyzed the educational values included in this movie and the dominant educational value which found in this movie.

Based on research finding educational values which found in The Karate Kid movie there are eight educational values. There are honesty, brave, peace, self-discipline, respect, love and affection, not selfishness and also kind and friendly. In this movie honesty was show with Dre. He was honest to his mother about his felling when he in China. Second is brave. Brave in this movie not only shown with brave to fight or to defy, but also can be shown with brave to admit our mistake. Love and affection shown by all people who near with Dre. It’s also shown in everywhere and every time. This movie shown how we express our love to all people who we love.

Peace in this movie shown by Mr. Han. Mr. Han taught about peace to Dre. It’s a good knowledge for Dre where Dre only know that kung fu is for fighting, but not about it. Knowledge of kung fu is for create peace. Self discipline
can applied to and all people too. In this movie found that self discipline taught to Dre. Self discipline can be interpreted in many aspect in our daily live. And the last is sensibility and not selfishness. Not selfishness isn’t one way to finish problem. In this study the writer found that not selfishness can finish problem well. Beside self-discipline, in here also found respect. Respect not only express and applied to old people but it can express to people who row with us.

This movie also taught us to love. Love can be interpreted in everywhere we want to express it. It not only express with word but also we can express it used our action. Kind and friendly shown clearly in this movie. Kind and friendly shown to all people although it a new people for us.

From the finding that was explain before also can be found in this study the writer conclude that the dominant educational value which found in The Karate Kid movie is love and affection. Whereas in this study the writer found love and affection in eleven data.

B. Suggestion

The Karate Kid movie is an interesting movie. There are many aspects that can we found in this movie if we can learn well.

After getting the result of the analysis, the writer would like to give some suggestions as important consideration for the readers, the teacher, and the further researcher.

1. Suggestion for the readers, it is hoped that the study can enrich the knowledge about literature especially on value. It expected that after read
this study, the readers would like to understand more about value that can get and found in daily life.

2. Suggestion for teacher, it is hope that the study and also the movie can enrich knowledge how be good teacher. This movie can help teacher to expand the way to teach children. And apply the value in teaching learning process.

3. Suggestion for further researcher, it will open occasion for the next researcher to conduct further analysis on future. It will enrich the future researcher field of study. It hope in future research can expand other analyze perhaps the moral value in this movie.